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A Man of Parts
The mind is a time machine that travels
backwards in memory and forwards in
prophecy, but he has done with prophecy
now... Sequestered in his blitz-battered
Regents Park house in 1944, the ailing
Herbert George Wells, H.G. to his family
and friends, looks back on a life crowded
with incident, books, and women. Has it
been a success or a failure? Once he was
the most famous writer in the world, the
man who invented tomorrow; now he feels
like yesterdays man, deserted by readers
and depressed by the collapse of his
Utopian
dreams.
He
recalls
his
unpromising start, and early struggles to
acquire an education and make a living as a
teacher; his rapid rise to fame as a writer
with a prophetic imagination and a comic
common touch which brought him into
contact with most of the important literary,
intellectual, and political figures of his
time; his plunge into socialist politics; and,
his belief in free love, and energetic
practice of it. Arguing with himself about
his conduct, he relives his relationships
with two wives and many mistresses,
especially the brilliant student Amber
Reeves and the gifted writer Rebecca West,
both of whom bore him children, with
dramatic and long-lasting consequences.
Unfolding this astonishing story, David
Lodge depicts a man as contradictory as he
was talented: a socialist who enjoyed his
affluence, an acclaimed novelist who
turned against the literary novel; a feminist
womaniser, sensual yet incurably romantic,
irresistible and exasperating by turns, but
always vitally human.
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Man of parts - Wikipedia Jan 28, 2015 The man of parts in question here is HG Wells in this fictionalised biography.
He was indeed a man of many talents and interests, although the Man-of-parts dictionary definition man-of-parts
defined A Man of Parts. David Lodge. 2013 Longlist. A moving, funny and masterful novel about the life of H.G. Wells
writer, thinker, lover and man of genius. The mind A Man of Parts by David Lodge review Books The Guardian
A Man of Parts - WSJ Sep 16, 2011 Or you might conclude, as Lodge does in his smart, engaging novel, that Wells
was a man of parts. Lodge quotes a dictionary definition as an A Man of Parts - By David Lodge - Book Review - The
New York Times Please search for Man of parts in Wikipedia to check for alternative titles or spellings. You may want
to read Wiktionarys entry on man of parts instead. Start the A Man of Parts: Vivian Connell: : Books Noun. (plural
men of parts). (idiomatic) A man who is talented in multiple areas of life. Origin. The phrase saw much use in the 17th
and 18th centuries in Europe, Urban Dictionary: a man of parts A Man of Parts explores, with great verve, Wellss
lifelong attempt to honor his own complexity, to be true to himself as a sexual being, a loving family man, A Man of
Parts - Penguin Random House Definition of man of parts in the Idioms Dictionary. man of parts phrase. What does
man of parts expression mean? Definitions by the largest Idiom Dictionary. Book Review: A Man of Parts, by David
Lodge National Post Jul 8, 2011 A Man of Parts By David Lodge Harvill Secker 565 pp., $34.95 Reviewed by Mike
Doherty The first epigraph to David Lodges new book is a A Man of Parts by David Lodge - book review a talented
or gifted man : a man of notable endowments or capacity no man of parts would accept so feeble a role H. S. Truman
not in the nature of a man Man of parts - Idioms by The Free Dictionary Jan 9, 2012 In Lodges hands, Wells is so
fully fleshed out that A Man of Parts is one and the man who fictionalized Van Gogh, Michelangelo, Eugene V. Urban
Dictionary: Man of Parts Jun 16, 2011 In 1892, while H.G. Wells was transforming himself from a drapers assistant to
a student of science, he married his cousin Isabel. A Man of Parts - Penguin Random House Apr 9, 2011 David
Lodges novel is an intimate portrait of HG Wells. David Lodge retells it as a 500-page biographical novel that explores
the relationship between author and lover, prophet and philanderer, bed and book. Fortunately Lodge is also interested
in Wellss books (parts of A Man of A Man of Parts: : Books Editorial Reviews. Review. Extraordinarily rich,
wide-ranging and hugely entertaining Daily A Man of Parts: A Novel - Kindle edition by David Lodge. man of parts Wiktionary A Man of Parts on . *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. A moving, funny and masterful novel about the
life of H.G. Wells - writer, thinker, lover and none A Man of Parts has 785 ratings and 147 reviews. Mark said: H G
Wells you are a slut, an excellent writer but an unadulterated perhaps any A man of many parts - Idioms by The Free
Dictionary Mar 25, 2011 In A Man of Parts David Lodge has given us a biographical novel about H G Wells that treats
mainly of his period of greatest influence and A Man of Parts - Financial Times Feb 14, 2012 How did you come to
write A Man of Parts? Preparing an introduction for a new edition of HG Wellss novel Kipps (1905), I looked into his
life at Man Of Parts Definition of Man Of Parts by Merriam-Webster A Man of Parts [Vivian Connell] on .
*FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. Vintage paperback original. Fiction: London stage. A Man of Parts
International DUBLIN Literary Award Sep 14, 2011 David Lodges new novel, Man of Parts, closely follows the
sexual antics of science fiction writer H.G. Wells. : A Man of Parts (9780670022984): David Lodge: Books Dec 3,
2006 something youd call a cool dude some 50 or 100 years ago a man of parts is a guy with many talents, gifted, etc.
David Lodges A Man of Parts, reviewed by Michael Dirda - The Apr 2, 2011 Ah, the sexual travails of the literary
man! As Byron once said of Claire Clairmont after she got pregnant by him, a man is a man, and if a girl of Sarah Fay
Reviews David Lodges A Man of Parts New Republic a man who is able to do many different things George is a man
of many parts - ruthless businessman, loving father, and accomplished sportsman, to name a few. A Man of Parts by
David Lodge Reviews, Discussion, Bookclubs Sep 15, 2011 A Man of Parts explores, with great verve, Wellss
lifelong attempt to honor his own complexity, to be true to himself as a sexual being, a loving A Man of Parts: A Novel
- Kindle edition by David Lodge. Literature none English[edit]. Etymology[edit]. The phrase saw much use in the
17th and 18th centuries in Europe, especially in England. A Man of Parts: : David Lodge: 9780099556084: Books A
Man of Parts by David Lodge: review - Telegraph Buy A Man of Parts by David Lodge (ISBN: 9780099556084)
from Amazons Book Store. Free UK delivery on eligible orders.
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